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Russian Ark (Alexander Sokurov, 2002) and The Return (Andrei Zvyaginstev, 

2003) 

 

       
 

Russian Ark                                               The Return 

— they could come in from the cold. — but he has no protection from the rain. 

 
Despite the similarity between these two stills, what a contrast in national self-images the two 

films give us. All wealth, ostentation and pride in the one; all poverty, minimalism, and self-

doubt in the other. One film deals with an embarrassment of riches; the other with absence, 

failure, and loss. 

 

Russian Ark, in case you haven’t heard, is a ninety-minute tour around The Hermitage in St 

Petersburg, done in a single digital take. It sets itself in every period of Russian history from 

the late seventeenth century to now – omitting only the Soviet era (for just two seconds at one 

point, a Bolshevik patrol passes the camera). We see Peter the Great (hauling someone about 

the floor), and Catherine the Great (applauding an opera rehearsal and then hurrying off for a 

pee). We see Nicholas I (receiving ambassadors), Nicholas II, Alexandra, Anastasia and the 

rest of the doomed family (having breakfast), Pushkin (quarrelling with his wife), and Valery 

Gergiev (the real Valery Gergiev, conducting): but not Lenin or Stalin, still less Boris Yeltsin, 

all three of whom would lower the tone, Boris especially. For much of the time we (we’re a 

voiceover) are led about and spoken to by a cultured, world-weary foreigner who may or may 

not be the Marquis de Custine. 

 Often the camera lingers on a painting. The implication is that for three centuries Russia 

has been the guardian of some of the greatest masterpieces of European art – that without 

Russia, much of what we value most would have been lost, just as zoology would have 

nothing to do had Noah not existed. Modern tourists drift about, as they do in museums. 

There is still, says the film, despite the Soviets, an unbroken Russian continuity between 1704 

and 2004. You wouldn’t know that the Romanovs had been one of the most stupid, arrogant, 

self-indulgent dynasties ever, and that they had spent three centuries digging their own 

graves. 

 No expense is spared in populating the Hermitage with hundreds of principals and extras 

in spectacular costumes. Halls are filled not only with great oil paintings, but also with 

dancers and theatrical troupes. The lavish style and beauty of Imperial Russia is recreated 

without stint. 
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 The essence of the film is its confidence in Russia as a vital part of Europe. The embassy 

which Nicholas I receives is from Tehran, apologising for the murder of some Russian 

emissaries there. The film emphasises the ambassadors’ strange garb and beards – from Asia, 

another continent. 

 

 
 

The Return has a more conventional narrative, and is set in working-class Russia today; but is 

the more mysterious of the two films. A man who may or may not be father to the family 

arrives home after an absence of twelve years, for which his two sons have never been given 

an explanation. Their mother seems happy to go to bed with him, so it’s probable that he 

really is their father. He insists on taking them on a fishing expedition to a huge lake. On the 

journey he treats them with deliberate casualness: his intention seems to be to subject them to 

neglect, violence and hardship in order to make men of them. They learn how to dig the car 

out of the mud; how to caulk the seams on a boat; how to deal with muggers. Sometimes they 

resist being educated. He orders them to beat up a teenage mugger he’s caught, but they 

refuse. 

 It’s not clear why, but he acts as if he hasn’t got much time. The elder son, Andrei, reacts 

well to his regime, and happily addresses him as “Papa” – especially after he’s been knocked 

about a bit. The younger son, Ivan, hates him, and refuses to use endearments. “Why did you 

come back?” he asks. “We were doing perfectly well with Mum and Granny.”  Ivan 

Dobronravov, who plays his own namesake, is a remarkable actor, with a striking 

resemblance to Dominic Guard in The Go-Between, except that he has shorter hair, and is 

much angrier at being thrust into adulthood before he’s ready. 

 

    
 

 They take a boat out to an island, where the father goes by himself to an abandoned hut 

and digs out a metal box from its floor. We never see what’s in the box. 

 Only the boys return from the fishing expedition. At the start they’re fatherless; by the 

end, things haven’t changed. 
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 The essence of this film is its desperation about the Russian family – in need of a male 

parent, but unable to cope when it discovers one. The look of it is grey, with empty horizons 

and flat landscapes and lakes. Often it rains, and people have no shelter. There are very few 

characters apart from the central three. The mother says little; the grandmother nothing. 

Streets are empty. Occasionally a coach or a tram passes. The lake and its shores are without 

human life; but there are plenty of fish. In the hole which his father digs, Ivan finds lots of 

worms to catch them with. 

 

            
 

 Each film has at its core an enigmatic man: Russian Ark has the presumed Marquis de 

Custine, and The Return has the presumed father. Custine is neat, well-turned-out if 

colourless in costume, and courteous and affable in seeming, but detached and unhappy for 

reasons we can’t fathom. He’s bored by and critical of all the Russian art he encounters 

(“Pushkin? – I read him in French: nothing special” – “Russian music always brings me out in 

hives!”) and has a pretentious way of walking about with his arms folded behind him. After 

ten minutes, we find him mean and monotonous. He even tries to trick a saintly blind woman 

who knows the museum inside-out. He’s annoying. We regret that he’s our tour guide. We 

sympathise more with the young man who pokes his head through the door and makes a loud 

farting noise at him. In part because of him, some of the film is dull. At one point the camera 

merely follows his feet across the parquet floor. 

 The father in The Return is unshaven, neglectful of externals, and seems brutal and 

indifferent – the reverse of a touchy-feely Papa – but we can see, in a few close-ups, that he 

loves his sons in ways that he can’t express. Unlike Custine, he has a heart, but one which 

he’s almost forgotten about. It’s not hard to guess that he’s been in jail for twelve years – 

perhaps he was a hit-man for the mafia, and unlucky in that they couldn’t or wouldn’t protect 

him by bribing the judge. For him, we can see, life is a game of dog eat dog, and he must 

accustom his sons to it. 
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 Russian Ark is, in its overall effect, smug: The Return is the reverse. 

 

In parenthesis, I remember the story of a German communist film submitted to a Russian 

festival. It was about a strike. The Germans were proud of its ideological purity – but the 

Russian jury laughed it out of court because it portrayed German strikers as possessing 

bicycles and wrist-watches. In Russia, protested the jury, even fully-employed workers could 

not afford such things. Well, the father in The Return – unemployed, evidently – possesses a 

car and a pair of binoculars, and his youngest son possesses a digital camera. 


